OZONE DUPLEX TRAVEL PACK SERIES

OZONE DUPLEX 65L

OZONE DUPLEX 60L

Welcome to Osprey. We pride ourselves on creating the most functional, durable and
innovative carrying product for your adventures. Please refer to this owner’s manual for
information on product features, use, maintenance, customer service and warranty.
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FEATURES

FABRIC

DAYPACK FEATURES

MAIN 	

1

Rear panel zip to main compartment allows access even when paired with
Cargo Bag

ACCENT 	 450D Packcloth

2

Hidden zippered pocket behind shoulder harness offers secure storage for
passport, tickets, wallet, phone and other valuabless

3

Dual water bottle pockets are deep and large

+

Padded laptop and tablet sleeves inside main compartment

+

Large organizer pocket at top of front panel is padded to protect contents

BOTTOM

210D Nylon Honeycomb
450D Packcloth

CARGO BAG FEATURES
4

Top and side padded handles for comfortable carry

5

Large quick easy to access liquids pocket at top of pack

6

Upper and lower compression straps keep contents from shifting and can
be used to secure extra items to the pack

7

Easy to pack, side opening main compartment has a tough #10 YKK zipper
with lockable sliders for extra security

+

Dual internal compression straps with fabric wings keep clothes neat

+

Zippered mesh pocket on inside of front flap keeps clothing items organized
and accessible

+

Included shoulder-carry strap tucks away into liquids pocket
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OVERVIEW
OZONE DUPLEX 65
SPECS

O/S

SIZING

Cubic Inches

3967

+

Liters

65

Fits 17-22" torsos

Pounds

4.08

INCLUDED

Kilograms

1.85

15" Laptop sleeve | Tablet sleeve

Inches
		

Cargo Bag
21h x 13.5w x 9d

ADD-ON

		
		

Daypack
20h x 13.5w x 7d

		
Daypack & Daypack
			21h x 13.5w x 15d
Centimeters
		

Cargo Bag
54h x 35w x 23d

		
		

Daypack
51h x 35w x 23d

Raincover M

CARRY-ON
Yes

		
Daypack & Daypack
			54h x 35w x 38d

OZONE DUPLEX 60
SPECS

O/S

SIZING

Cubic Inches

3661

+	Fits 14-19" torsos

Liters

60

+	Women-specific fit shoulder straps

Pounds

3.98

Kilograms

1.81

INCLUDED

Inches
		

Cargo Bag
20h x 13.5w x 9d

15" Laptop sleeve | Tablet sleeve

		
		

Daypack
20h x 13.5w x 7d

ADD-ON

		
Daypack & Daypack
			21h x 13.5w x 15d
Centimeters
		

Cargo Bag
54h x 35w x 23d

		
		

Daypack
19h x 13.5w x 7d

		
		

Daypack & Daypack
20h x 13.5w x 15d
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Raincover M

CARRY-ON
Yes
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CARRY

1

2
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1

Daypack with perimeter LightWire frame
provides the right balance of flexibility and
load support

2

Shoulder straps adjust over a 4" range to ensure
accurate torso fit and optimal comfort

3

Soft breathable spacermesh contact surfaces
on shoulder straps, backpanel and hipbelt
provide cool comfortable carry

4

Low-profile hipbelt is well padded
and supportive

5

Cargo Bag has 4 mm LightWire™ frame to
actively support and compress load when
paired with Daypack
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ADJUSTING THE HARNESS
DAYPACK
Loosen load lifter straps at the top of the harness,
slide hand between backpanel and harness to release
hook and loop attachment and slide harness up or
down to achieve ideal fit. Firmly press on backpanel
to re engage hook and loop attachment.

4

DAYPACK TO CARGO BAG CONVERSION

HOW TO REMOVE AND ATTACH THE CARGO BAG FROM/TO THE DAYPACK
A

The Duplex separates into two pieces
for convenient carrying and storage
while travelling.

B

To remove the Cargo Bag from the Daypack:

To reattach the Cargo Bag to the Daypack:

A

Detach the two lower buckles

A

Reattach the lower buckles

B

Detach the upper ratchet buckles

B

Reattach the upper ratchet buckles.

REMOVABLE CARGO BAG
SHOULDER STRAP
Attach each end to the D-rings
located at the top and bottom
of the Cargo Bag adjacent to
the side padded grab handle.
Place the strap in a pocket for
safekeeping when not utilizing
shoulder carry.

DAYPACK + CARGO BAG
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DAYPACK

CARGO BAG
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FEATURE DETAILS

REAR PANEL ACCESS
DAYPACK

Padded laptop and tablet sleeves inside
main compartment.

To return the harness to proper function, zip up the
main compartment and reattach the load lifter.

A U-zippered backpanel provides access to the main
compartment of the Daypack when the Cargo Bag is
attached. Detach the two buckles located at the top of
the backpanel and unzip to access internal contents.

WATER BOTTLE POCKETS

HIDDEN PASSPORT POCKET

DAYPACK

DAYPACK

Deep, large dual water bottle pockets.

Hidden zippered pocket behind shoulder harness offers secure storage for passport,
tickets, wallet, phone and other valuables.
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FEATURE DETAILS

FRONT ORGANIZER POCKET

LIQUIDS POCKET

DAYPACK

CARGO BAG

Large padded organizer pocket at top of front panel protects contents.

The liquids pocket is located at the top of the luggage piece and provides quick and
easy zip access to a toiletry kit or other small items. Its bellowed design collapses
to ensure the full main compartment volume is available for gear and clothing. It is
conveniently sized to fit a variety of 1L/1 qt wash bags or Osprey's Airporter travel
duffel and cover.

PADDED HANDLES

COMPRESSION STRAPS

CARGO BAG

CARGO BAG

Top and side padded handles for comfortable carry.

Tighten the side compression straps when not utilizing the entire main compartment
volume for a more stable and comfortable carrying experience.
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FEATURE DETAILS

INTERNAL CAPACITY
CARGO BAG

The main compartment features lockable zippers to secure your bag's contents. We
recommend using TSA-approved locks.

Utilizes a side-oriented zippered pocket to provide full access to internal contents
to ease packing and unpacking.

INTERNAL COMPRESSION

INTERNAL MESH POCKET

CARGO BAG

CARGO BAG

Before packing clothing and gear, unbuckle the dual compression straps and
drape them over the sides. Once packed, rebuckle the two compression straps
and tighten evenly.

Zippered mesh pocket on inside of front flap keeps clothing items organized
and accessible.
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For more information on this product and others, pack care, how to pack your pack,
our lifetime guarantee, or to contact Osprey Customer Service, visit osprey.com.
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